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How Malaysia's 1MDB fund scandal
reaches around the world
Bloomberg
The investigation involves 10 countries and
billions of dollars.

Goldman Sachs subpoenaed by U.S.
agencies for documents related to
1MDB
The Wall Street Journal
"Investigators are focusing on whether Goldman
failed to comply with the U.S. Bank Secrecy Act."

1MDB is based in Malaysia's
capital, Kuala Lumpur

Rakoff slams 'legal iction' in nixing Uber arbitration bid
Law 360
"The prominent Manhattan federal judge...took aim at the way courts view assent to arbitration
agreements."

Uber accused of playing dirty in antitrust case
Fortune
A federal judge found that an "investigator hired by Uber...made false representations in order to gain
access to information about plaintiff and his counsel."

Document: Uber class action complaint
With a huge bill about to come due, state will ask feds to forgive debt for new
levees
The Lens
"Louisiana soon will be asking the rest of the nation for some love... About $3.5 billion worth."

All LinkedIn with nowhere to go
The Baffler
"If you don't already know the person you're trying to
meet, you're pretty much out of luck...It's an Escher
staircase masquerading as a career ladder."

One of M.C. Escher's impossible staircases.
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ABOUT THE FIRM
Jones, Swanson, Huddell & Garrison, LLC, is a boutique litigation law firm based in New Orleans, with a
second office in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The firm primarily handles complex commercial and
environmental/property disputes. In those litigation arenas, the firm has a strong nationwide presence,
continues to represent many of Louisiana's and the Southeast's largest and most active business
entrepreneurs and landholders, and retains a sharp focus on the customized representation of smaller
businesses and individuals. Jones Swanson has served as lead counsel in New York, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, California, and Texas, as well as in Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Louisiana.
The Firm Line is a newsletter designed to inform our clients and friends about legal issues that may impact
their lives and businesses, developments at the firm, and other items of interest. Our intention is to keep
the information we provide in this newsletter concise. We welcome further discussion on the topics
addressed herein, as well as ideas and suggestions as to topics of interest that we could cover in future
issues, and thoughts as to how we can deliver better, more insightful information to our readership. Above
all, we hope that The Firm Line proves interesting and noteworthy.
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Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. Jones, Swanson, Huddell & Garrison, LLC, produces the information in
this newsletter as a service to clients and friends of the firm. It should not be construed as legal or
professional advice or as an opinion with regard to any particular factual scenario. Legal advice or
consultation should be sought before taking action on the information presented in this newsletter.
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